New Members Dinner
From This Kitty’s Point of View (Diane McDonald)

Many elegant cats and their Jaguars arrived around 6 pm on Saturday, March 13, at the San Marcos Country Club and parked in the “Members Only” area. We checked in with our hosts to receive
a wealth of information about SDJC. Leave it to Nedra Rummell to catch every detail! The cocktail
wait-staff stood by to diligently take care of us; we were invited to nibble on tasty appetizers for an
hour courtesy of our purrrific hosts, the Rummells.
In the room decorated with Jaguar flare and lots of festive feline fashion, everyone scanned name
tags trying to meet as many new members as possible before dinner. Lyn Smith and I were stealthily making our way through the group to be sure everyone had a chance at the great raffle prizes.
New members saw us coming with money in our hands and probably wondered why we pounced
on them in the first hour they arrived! Older members were looking for raffle tickets saying, “Here
Kitty, Kitty!” It takes awhile to get the ‘lay of the Jaguar Den.’ At the same time, our club photographer, (the Top Cat in my household), tried to capture the sometimes elusive new members to
include here in the Jag Tracks. (If you don’t see yourself, make sure you get your photo taken next
time!).

Our hosts, Nedra & Grant Rummell

Chuck & Kathy Leuthen
with Paul Novak (standing)

Eric and Kenneth Watkins

Linh & Chuck Bowman

Steve & Patricia Card

Mary & Del Baumgartner

Joshua Board
& Kristina Benson

Al Steele

Leon & Gloria
Chartarifsky

Pete & Melanie Alexander

Steve Bernstein & Carol

Darlene & Robert Spriggs

Nedra with Vic Chang

Ray Webb

Parvin & Mitch Cohen

Dan & Jorgene Jensen

Paul Novak & Dick Cavicke

Everyone enjoyed a great dinner while chatting with new members and talking about their favorite
subject…clothes. (Oh! That was just me.) After the Crème Brule, the raffle began. Joe Harding
entertained us by choosing a cosmetic bag and telling us all it was a tool kit! Who would have ever
thought the most sought after prize would be a walking stick? Of course it was the Jaguar designer
type. Well, after Francine Kearny chose that stick, you could hear a roaring “awwwww.” We are
a funny bunch! New member Joshua won a sleek silver leaper key chain. Several new members
experienced beginner’s luck! Sandy and Curtis took home a clock, Vic chose a tote, and a watch,
mugs and some other great prizes also left the building.
The VERY Grrrand Prize was won by Sandy and Tim Woodard. They won two rounds of golf or two
dinners at the country club. This was a special donation by our hosts in honor of the New Member
Dinner event. This writer’s review? It was the Cat’s Meow!

Jorgene Jensen & Roger Townsend

Joe Harding with Nedra

Nedra with Francine Kearny

Sandy & Nedra

